Identity alignment models assume precisely annotated images manually. Human labelling is unrealistic on large sized imagery data. Detection models introduce varying amount of noise and hamper identity alignment performance. In this work, we propose to refine images by removing the undesired pixels. This is achieved by learning to eliminate less informative pixels in identity alignment. To this end, we formulate a method of automatically detecting and removing identity class irrelevant pixels in auto-detected bounding boxes. Experiments validate the benefits of our model in improving identity alignment.
Introduction
Identity alignment aims at matching people across non-overlapping camera views distributed at different locations by comparing person bounding box images [14] . In real-world scenarios, automatic detection [12] is essential for identity alignment to scale up to large size data, e.g. more recent identity alignment benchmarks CUHK03 [23] and Market-1501 [69] . Most existing identity alignment test datasets (Table 1) are manually cropped, as in VIPeR [15] and iLIDS [41] , thus they do not fully address the identity alignment challenge in real world. However, auto-detected bounding boxes are not accurate for identity alignment tasks due to potentially more pixels of background noise, occlusion, and inaccurate bounding box alignment ( Fig. 1 ). This is evident from that the rank-1 identity alignment rate on CUHK03 drops significantly from 61.6% on manually-cropped to 53.4% on auto-detected bounding boxes by best hand-crafted models [54] , that is, a 8.2% rank-1 drop; and from 75.3% on manually-cropped [62] to 68.1% on auto-detected [50] by strong deep learning models, that is, a 7.2% rank-1 drop. Moreover, currently reported "auto-detected" identity alignment performances on both CUHK03 and Market-1501 have further benefited from artifical human-in-the-loop cleaning process, which discarded "bad" detections with < 50% IOU (intersection over union) overlap with corresponding manually cropped bounding boxes. Poorer detection bounding boxes are considered as "distractors" in Market-1501 and not c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors. It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms. Figure 1 : Comparisons of person bounding boxes by manually cropping (MC), automatically detecting (AD), and identity irrelevant pixel removal learning (IIPRL). Often AD contains more background clutter (a,d,e). Both AD and MC may suffer from occlusion (c), or a lack of identity discriminative pixel selection (b).
given identity alignment labelled data for model learning. In this context, there is a need for noisy pixel removal within auto-detected bounding boxes as an integral part of learning to optimise identity alignment accuracy in a fully automated process. There is very little attempt in the literature for solving this problem of removing noisy pixels within auto-detected bounding boxes for optimising identity alignment, except a related recent study on joint learning of object detection and identity alignment [63] . Our approach however differs from that by operating on any detectors independently so to benefit continuously from a wide range of detectors being rapidly developed by the wider community. Other related possible strategies include local patch calibration for mitigating misalignment in pairwise image matching [44, 50, 67, 72] and local saliency learning for region soft-selective matching [27, 53, 67, 68] . These methods have shown to reduce the effects from viewpoint and pose change on identity alignment accuracy. However, all of them assume that person images are reasonably accurate.
In this work, we consider the problem of optimising pixels within any auto-detected person bounding boxes for maximising identity alignment tasks. The contributions of this study are: (1) We formulate a novel Identity Irrelavent Pixel Removal Learning (IIPRL) model for useful pixels selection given identity matching discriminative constraints. Specifically, IIPRL is designed to discover identity-useful pixels within auto-detected bounding boxes by optimising recursively selecting regions subject to satisfying identity alignment pairwise label constraints (Fig. 2) . In contrast to existing selection methods, this global pixel region selection approach is more scalable in practice. This is because that most saliency models are local-region based and assume accurate inter-image consistency, or it requires expensive manipulation of local patch correspondence independently, difficult to scale. The IIPRL model is directly estimated under a pre-defined identity alignment matching criterion to jointly maximise an identity alignment model. Moreover, the IIPRL pixel removing strategy has the flexibility to be readily integrated with different deep learning models and detectors therefore can benefit directly from models rapidly developed elsewhere. (2) We introduce a simple yet powerful deep identity alignment model based on the GoogLeNet-V3 architecture [48] . This model is learned directly by the identity class loss rather than the more common pairwise [2, 23] or triplet loss function [11] . This loss selection not only significantly simplifies training data batch construction (e.g. random sampling with no notorious tricks required [22] ), but also makes our model more scalable in practice given a large size training population or imbalanced training data from different camera views. We conducted extensive experiments on two large datasets to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed IIPRL model over a wide range of contemporary and state-of-the-art person identity alignment methods.
Related Work
Most existing identity alignment methods [7, 11, 21, 23, 25, 32, 36, 39, 55, 56, 57, 58, 71] focus on supervised learning of person identity-discriminative information. Representative learning algorithms include ranking by pairwise constraints [31, 38, 57, 59] , discriminative subspace/distance metric learning [7, 21, 26, 39, 40, 64, 65, 71] , and deep learning [2, 11, 11, 23, 24, 45, 52, 62] . They typically require a large quantity of person bounding boxes and inter-camera pairwise identity labels, which is prohibitively expensive to collect manually. Automatic Detection Recent works [23, 69, 70, 70] have started to use automatic person detection for identity alignment benchmark training and test. Auto-detected person bounding boxes contain more noisy background and occlusions with misaligned person cropping ( Fig. 1 ), impeding discriminative identity alignment model learning. A joint learning of person detection and identity alignment was also investigated [63] . However, the problem of post-detection noisy pixel removal for identity alignment studied in this work has not been addressed in the literature. Noisy pixel removal can benefit independently from detectors rapidly developed by the wider community. Saliency Selection Most related identity alignment techniques are localised patch matching [44, 50, 72] and saliency detection [27, 53, 67, 68] . They are inherently unsuitable by design to cope with poorly detected person images, due to their stringent requirement of tight bounding boxes around the whole person.
Identity Irrelevant Pixel Removal Modelling
The Identity Irrelevant Pixel Removal Learning (IIPRL) model has two sub-networks: (I) A multi-class discrimination network D by deep learning from a training set of auto-detected person bounding boxes ( Fig. 2(a) ). This part is flexible with many options from existing deep identity alignment networks and beyond [11, 52, 54, 62] . (II) An identity alignment refinement network A by learning recursively a better sub-region with its deep feature representation from D that can maximise identity-matching given identity alignment label constraints ( Fig. 2(b) ).
Noisy Pixel Removal Formulation
We formulate the identity alignment noisy pixel removal as a discriminative learning problem. This allows to correlate directly the identity alignment noisy pixel removal process with the learning objective of an "agent" by recursively rewarding or punishing the learning process. In essence, the aim of model learning is to achieve an optimal identity discriminative attending action policy a = π(s) of an agent, i.e. a mapping function, that projects a state observation s (model input) to an action prediction a. In this work, we exploit the Q-learning technique for learning the proposed IIPRL agent, due to its sample efficiency advantage for a small set of actions [16, 60] . Formally, we aim to learn an optimal state-value function which measures the maximum sum of the current reward (R t ) and all the future rewards (R t+1 , R t+2 , · · · ) discounted by a factor γ at each time step t:
Once Q * (s, a) is learned, the optimal policy π * (s) can be directly inferred by selecting the action with the maximum Q * (s, a) value in model deployment. More specifically, the agent interacts with each data sample in a sequential episode, which can be considered as a Markov decision process (MDP) [42] . For our purpose, we need to design a specific MDP for identity alignment discriminative noisy pixel removal, as described below.
Markov Decision Process for Noisy Pixel Detection
We design a MDP for identity alignment noisy pixel removal in auto-detected bounding boxes. In particular, we consider each input person bounding box image as a dynamic environment. An IIPRL agent interacts with this dynamic environment to locate the optimal identity alignment sensitive window. To guide this discriminative learning process, we further consider a reward that can encourage those attending actions to improve identity alignment performance and maximise the cumulative future reward in Eqn. (1) . As such, we define actions, states, and rewards as follows.
Actions: An action set A is defined to facilitate the IIPRL agent to determine the location and size of an "salient window" (Fig. 3) . Specifically, an attending action a is defined by the location shift direction (a d ∈ {left, right, top, bottom}) and shift scale (a e ∈ E). We also introduce a termination action as a search process stopping signal. A consists of a total of (4 × |E| + 1) actions. Formally, let the upper-left and bottom-right corner coordinates of the current salient window and an updated window be [
respectively, the action set A can then be defined as:
Computationally, each action except termination in A modifies the environment by cutting off a horizontal or vertical stripe. We set E = {5%, 10%, 20%} by cross-validation in our experiments, resulting in total 13 actions. Such a small action space with multi-scale changes has three merits: (1) Only a small number of simple actions are contained, which allows more efficient and stable agent training; (2) Fine-grained actions with small changes allow the IIPRL agent sufficient freedoms to utilise small localised regions in auto-detected bounding boxes for subtle identity matching. This enables more effective elimination of undesired background clutter whilst retaining identity discriminative information; (3) The termination action enables the agent to be aware of the satisfactory condition met for noisy pixel removal and stops further actions when optimised.
States: The state s t of our MDP at time t is defined as the concatenation of the feature vector x t ∈ R d (with d identity alignment feature dimension) of current attending window and an action history vector h t ∈ R |E|×n step (with n step a pre-defined maximal action number per bounding box), i.e. s t = [x t , h t ]. Specifically, at each time step, we extract the feature vector x t of current window by the trained identity alignment network D. The action history vector h t is a binary vector for keeping a track of all past actions, represented by a |A A A|-dimensional (13 actions) one-hot vector where the corresponding action bit is encoded as one, all others as zeros.
Rewards: The reward function R (Eqn. (1)) defines the agent task objective. In our context, we therefore correlate directly the reward function of the IIPRL agent's behaviour with the identity alignment matching criterion. Formally, at time step t, suppose the IIPRL agent observes a person image I t and then takes an action a t = a ∈ A to attend the image region I a t . Given this region shift from I t to I a t , its state s t changes to s t+1 . We need to assess such a state change and signify the agent if this action is encouraged or discouraged by an award or a punishment. To this end, we propose three reward function designs, inspired by pairwise constraint learning principles established in generic information search and person identity alignment.
Notations From the labelled training data, we sample two other reference images w.r.t. I t :
(1) A cross-view positive sample I + t sharing the same identity as I t but not the camera view; (2) A same-view negative sample I − t sharing the camera view as I t but not the identity. We compute the features of all these images by D, denoted respectively as x t , x a t , x + t , and x − t .
(I) Reward by Relative Comparison Our first reward function R t is based on relative comparison, in spirit of the triplet loss for learning to rank [29] . It is formulated as:
where f match defines the identity alignment matching function. We use the Euclidean distance metric given the GoogLeNet-V3 deep features. Intuitively, this reward function commits (i) a positive reward if the attended region becomes more-matched to the cross-view positive sample whilst less-matched to the same-view negative sample, or (ii) a negative reward otherwise. When a is the termination action, i.e. x a t = x t , the reward value R rc is set to zero. In this way, the IIPRL agent is supervised to attend the regions subject to optimising jointly two tasks: (1) being more discriminative and/or more salient for the target identity in an inter-view sense (cross-view identity alignment), whilst (2) pulling the target identity further away from other identities in an intra-view sense (discarding likely shared view-specific background clutter and occlusion therefore focusing more on genuine person appearance). Importantly, this multi-task objective design favourably allows appearance saliency learning to intelligently select the most informative parts of certain appearance styles for enabling holistic clothing patten detection and ultimately more discriminative identity alignment matching (e.g. Fig.  1(b) and Fig. 4(b) ). (II) Reward by Absolute Comparison Our second reward function considers only the compatibility of a true matching pair, in the spirit of positive verification constraint learning [9] . Formally, this reward is defined as:
The intuition is that, the cross-view matching score of two same-identity images depends on how well irrelevant background clutter/occlusion is removed by the current action. That is, a good attending action will increase a cross-view matching score, and vice verse. (III) Reward by Ranking Our third reward function concerns the true match ranking change brought by the agent action, therefore simulating directly the identity alignment deployment rational [13] . Specifically, we design a binary reward function according to whether the rank of true match x + t is improved when x t and x a t are used as the probe separately, as:
where Rank(x + t |x t ) (Rank(x + t |x a t )) represents the rank of x + t in a gallery against the probe x t (x a t ). Therefore, Eqn. (5) gives support to those actions of leading to a higher rank for the true match, which is precisely the identity alignment objective. In our implementation, the gallery was constructed by randomly sampling n g (e.g. 600) cross-view training samples. We evaluate and discuss the above three reward function choices in the experiments (Sec. 4).
Model Implementation, Training, and Deployment
Implementation and Training For the multi-class discrimination network D in the IIPRL model, we deploy the GoogLeNet-V3 network [48] (Fig. 2(a) ), a generic image classification CNN model [48] . It is trained from scratch by a softmax classification loss using person identity labels of the training data. For the identity alignment noisy pixel removal network A in the IIPRL model, we design a neural network of 3 fully-connected layers (each with 1024 neurons) and a prediction layer (Fig. 2(b) ). This implements the state-value function Eqn. (1) . For optimising the sequential actions for identity alignment noisy pixel removal, we utilise the ε-greedy learning algorithm [37] during model training: The agent takes (1) a random action from the action set A with the probability ε, and (2) the best action predicted by the agent with the probability 1 − ε. We begin with ε = 1 and gradually decrease it by 0.15 every 1 training epoch until reaching 0.1. The purpose is to balance model exploration and exploitation in the training stage so that local minimum can be avoided. To further reduce the correlations between sequential observations, we employ the experience replay strategy [37] . In particular, a fixed-sized memory pool M is created to store the agent's N past training sample (experiences) e t = (s t , a t , R t , s t+1 ) at each time step t, i.e. {e t−N+1 , · · · , e t }. At iteration i, a mini-batch of training samples is selected randomly from M to update the agent parameters θ by the loss function:
whereθ i are the parameters of an intermediate model for predicting training-time target values, which are updated as θ i at every ς iterations, but frozen at other times. Deployment During model deployment, we apply the learned noisy pixel removal network A to all test probe and gallery bounding boxes for extracting their useful window images. The deep features of these window images are used for person identity alignment matching by extracting the 2,048-D output from the last fully-connected layer of the discrimination network D. We employ the L2 distance as the identity alignment matching metric.
Experiments
Datasets For evaluation, we used two large benchmarking identity alignment datasets generated by automatic person detection: CUHK03 [23] , and Market-1501 [69] (details in Table  1) . CUHK03 also provides an extra version of bounding boxes by human labelling therefore offers a like-to-like comparison between the IIPRL noisy pixel removal and human manually cropped images. Example images are shown in (a),(b) and (c) of Fig. 1 . Evaluation Protocol We adopted the standard CUHK03 1260/100 [23] and Market-1501 750/751 [69] training/test person split. We used the single-shot setting on CUHK03, both single-and multi-query setting on Market-1501. We utilised the cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) to measure identity alignment accuracy. For Market-1501, we also used the recall measure of multiple truth matches by mean Average Precision (mAP). Implementation Details We implemented the proposed IIPRL method in the TensorFlow framework [1] . We trained an GoogLeNet-V3 [48] multi-class identity discrimination network D from scratch for each identity alignment dataset at a learning rate of 0.0002 by using the Adam optimiser [19] . The final FC layer output feature vector (2,048-D) together with the L2 distance metric is used as our identity alignment matching model. All person bounding boxes were resized to 299 × 299 in pixel. We trained the D by 100,000 iterations. We optimised the IIPRL noisy pixel removal network A by the Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm [4] with the learning rate set to 0.00025. We used the relative comparison based reward function (Eqn. (3) ) by default. The experience replay memory (M) size was 100,000. We fixed the discount factor γ to 0.8 (Eqn. (1) ). We allowed a maximum of n step = 5 action rounds for each episode in training A. The intermediate regard prediction network was updated every ς = 100 iterations. We trained the A by 10 epochs.
Comparisons to the State-of-the-Arts We compared the IIPRL model against 24 different contemporary and the state-of-the-art identity alignment methods ( Fig. 4 .
Evaluations on Noisy Pixel Removal
We further compared in more details the IIPRL model against three state-of-the-art identity alignment models (eSDC [67] , CAN [27] , GS-CNN [50] ), and two baseline noisy pixel removal methods (Random, Centre) using the GoogLeNet-V3 identity alignment model (Table 3) . For Random, we attended randomly person bounding boxes by a ratio (%) randomly selected from {95, 90, 80, 70, 50}. We repeated 10 times and reported the mean results. For Centre, we attended all person bounding boxes at centre by one of the same 5 ratios above. It is evident that the IIPRL (Relative Comparison) model is the best. The inferior identity alignment performance of eSDC, CAN and GS-CNN is due to their strong assumption on accurate bounding boxes. Both Random and Centre removal methods do not work either with even poorer identity alignment accuracy than that with "No Removal" selection. This demonstrates that optimal noisy pixel removal given by IIPRL is non-trivial. Among the three noisy pixel removal functions, Absolute Comparison is the weakest, likely due to the lack of reference comparison against false matches, i.e. no population-wise matching context in noisy pixel removal learning. Ranking fares better, as it considers reference comparisons. The extra advantage of Relative Comparison is due to the same-view negative comparison in Eqn. (3) . This provides a more reliable background clutter detection since same-view images are more likely to share similar background patterns.
Auto-Detection+IIPRL vs. Manually Cropped Table 4 shows that auto-detection+IIPRL can perform similarly to that of manually cropped images in CUHK03 test 1 , e.g. 71.0% vs. 71.9% for Rank-1 score. This shows the potential of IIPRL in eliminating expensive manual labelling of bounding boxes and for scaling up identity alignment to large data deployment. Effect of Action Design We examined three designs with distinct noisy pixel removal scales. Table 5 shows that the most fine-grained design {5%, 10%, 20%} is the best. This suggests that the identity alignment by appearance is subtle and small regions make a difference in discriminative matching. 
Conclusion
We presented an Identity Irrelevant Pixel Removal Learning (IIPRL) model for optimising identity alignment noisy pixel removal in auto-detected bounding boxes. This improves notably person identity alignment accuracy in a fully automated process required in practical deployments. The IIPRL model is formulated as a unified framework of discriminative identity learning by a deep multi-class discrimination network and noisy pixel removal learning by a deep Q-network. This achieves jointly optimal identity sensitive noisy pixel removal and identity alignment matching performance by a reward function subject to identity label pairwise constraints. Extensive comparative evaluations on two auto-detected identity alignment benchmarks show clearly the advantages and superiority of this IIPRL model in coping with bounding box misalignment and background clutter removal when compared to the state-of-the-art identity alignment models. Moreover, this IIPRL automatic noisy pixel removal mechanism comes near to be equal to human manual labelling of person bounding boxes on identity alignment accuracy, therefore showing a great potential for scaling up automatic identity alignment to large data deployment.
